
Wesley Trends 
Review and 
Recommendation



So that…
◦You would be informed about the current state of the 

church.

◦You would understand the big picture of what 

Leadership is advocating.

◦You could make an informed decision.
*A Leadership Story…



FACT SHEET 
43% Decline in attendance the last 10 years (150 in 2009 vs. 65 2019).

48% Decline in giving units the last 10 years (212 in 2009 vs. 102 in 2019).

50% of our budget goes towards staff expenses.

29% of our budget goes towards building expenses.

18% of our budget goes towards connectional and missional giving 

(Special Sundays, camping, blessing box, and Conference).

Only 3% of our budget goes toward programs and ministries for Wesley.



Staff
46%
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MONTHLY BUDGET BREAKDOWN

$8,360

$9,470

$2,243$343

Total Needed: $20,416



FAQ SHEET 
(Frequently Asked Questions)

Why now?

• The pandemic has only highlighted the urgency of change that we face. 

Won’t things get better after the pandemic?

• The hope is that we are able to “rebound” with regard to attendance and giving, but the 

trends were clear before the pandemic. 

Wasn’t MCCI supposed to fix our situation? (Missional Church Consultation Initiative)

• MCCI was never meant to “fix” a particular problem but rather to help assess and 
recommend areas of improvement. Sadly, the financial health of the church was not one of 
those areas of focus. 



FAQ Continued…
Can we join Zion?

◦ This is an option that Leadership has considered but that would mean one of two things: 

Wesley would have to close, and members would simply join Zion (and funds made from the 

sale of our property/assets would go to the Annual Conference), or we merge. However, 

merging churches does not automatically yield in overall growth and the best mergers are 

ones in which both churches give up their identity and form a brand-new identity and focus 

on reaching new people. Leadership does not see merging as an ideal option, we would 

rather reposition Wesley to reach new people. Also, shrinking our United Methodist 

presence in Grand Forks does not make sense in a growing community. 



FAQ Continued…
How much can we get for this property?

◦ The estimations we have received were anywhere between $1.65-$2.5 million.

Can we build a new church?

◦ Yes, we can build a new church, but there are still a lot of steps to go-like 
reviewing demographic studies, building focus groups and teams to help 
determine a new vision for a new location/part of town.



The Recommendation
The Leadership Council of Wesley United Methodist 

Church recommends that the congregation vote to 

authorize their leadership to sell the building and 

property upon which it sits to ensure Wesley Church’s 

revitalization and future in the community of Grand 

Forks. 



So that continued…
Wesley's Leadership can begin official conversations with an interested non-profit.

Wesley Church can stay and continue to develop new strategies moving forward.

Wesley Church can add more staff for vital ministries and to reach new people (like 

children, youth, and a praise team members).

Wesley’s Leadership can begin working with a new church start coach and expert.

Wesley Church can begin the work of vision casting, building stronger community bonds, 

and find a new location. 

In 3-5 years, Wesley UMC can relaunch vital ministries to reach new people.



What now?
Pray. 

Prayerfully consider all that information that you’ve been given by Leadership.

Consider all the conversations that have been had over the last 9 months 

about possibilities. 

Contact members of Leadership if you have questions.

Join us…Join us April 25th for a vote on the recommendation at a specially 

called Charge Conference with our District Superintendent. 


